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Strong evidence suggests that the macaque monkey perirhinal
cortex is involved in both the initial formation as well as the long-
term storage of associative memory. To examine the neurophys-
iological basis of associative memory formation in this area, we
recorded neural activity in this region as monkeys learned new
conditional-motor associations. We report that a population of
perirhinal neurons signal newly learned associations by changing
their firing rate correlated with the animal’s behavioral learning
curve. Individual perirhinal neurons signal learning of one or more
associations concurrently and these neural changes could occur
before, at the same time, or after behavioral learning was
expressed. We also compared the associative learning signals in
the perirhinal cortex to our previous findings in the hippocampus.
We report global similarities in both the learning-related and task-
related activity seen across these areas as well as clear
differences in the within and across trial timing and relative
proportion of different subtypes of learning-related signals. Taken
together, these findings emphasize the important role of the
perirhinal cortex in new associative learning and suggest that the
perirhinal cortex together with the hippocampus contribute
importantly to conditional-motor associative memory formation.
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Introduction

The perirhinal cortex is an area of strong multisensory

convergence that receives inputs from widespread unimodal

and polymodal association areas (Suzuki and Amaral 1994). It

also has strong and reciprocal projections with the hippocam-

pus via the entorhinal cortex (Insausti et al. 1987; Witter et al.

1989; Suzuki and Amaral 1994). Consistent with these anat-

omical connections, findings from the experimental literature

show that damage to the perirhinal cortex impairs long-term

associative memory for a variety of different kinds of in-

formation (Murray et al. 1993, 1998; Liu et al. 2004). Although

its role in the long-term storage of associative information is

well established (Sakai and Miyashita 1991; Sobotka and

Ringo 1993; Murray et al. 1993; Naya et al. 1996; Booth and

Rolls 1998; Naya et al. 2003), findings from lesion studies also

suggest an important role of the perirhinal cortex in the initial

formation of new long-term associative memories (Murray et al.

1993, 1998).

Consistent with these lesion findings, neurophysiological

studies showed that perirhinal neurons modify their activity

during the performance of various associative learning tasks

(Erickson and Desimone 1999; Messinger et al. 2001). Although

these studies provided strong evidence that perirhinal neurons

signal new associations, much less is known about the time

course of these changes in neural activity relative to learning.

To characterize the pattern and time course of both learning-

related and task-related activity in the perirhinal cortex, we

recorded the responses of neurons in this region as monkeys

performed a conditional-motor associative learning task (loca-

tion-scene association task) known to be sensitive to damage to

the medial temporal lobe (MTL) (Gaffan 1992; Murray et al.

1993, 1998). A major advantage of this task is that robust

learning of multiple new associations can be achieved within

a single session. We have previously used this same task to

characterize associative learning-related activity in the hippo-

campus (Wirth et al. 2003).

Another important issue in the current literature concerns

delineating the relative contributions of individual MTL struc-

tures in declarative memory. Early neurophysiological studies

addressed this question in the context of the study of

recognition memory, widely viewed as consisting of 2 compo-

nents, recollection and familiarity. These studies reported

striking differences between perirhinal neurons that signaled

stimulus familiarity with a decreased neural response (Baylis and

Rolls 1987; Brown et al. 1987; Riches et al. 1991; Miller et al.

1993; Li et al. 1993; Fahy et al. 1993; Xiang and Brown 1998) and

hippocampal neurons that showed little or no such familiarity

signal (Brown et al. 1987; Riches et al. 1991; Xiang and Brown

1998). These physiological findings provided some of the key

evidence for the influential proposal that familiarity depends on

the perirhinal cortex, whereas the recollective aspects of

recognition depend on the hippocampus (Aggleton and Brown

1999). Since that time, several related ‘‘dual process’’ proposals

have been put forth (Mishkin et al. 1997; Vargha-Khadem et al.

1997; Yonelinas 2001; Diana et al. 2007; Eichenbaum et al. 2007).

Although the neurophysiological data focused on familiarity

signals provided key evidence in support of the dual process

theory of recognition memory, less is known about the

neurophysiological signals across different MTL structures
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underlying forms of memory beyond recognition memory,

including associative learning and memory. To address this

question, in the present study we quantitatively compared the

detailed patterns and timing of both learning-related and task-

related activity in the perirhinal cortex during a conditional-

motor associative learning task to our previous finding in the

hippocampus using the same task (Wirth et al. 2003).

Materials and Methods

Behavioral Task
Two rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta, Monkey A: 11.5 kg and

Monkey Z: 6.9 kg) participated in this experiment. Monkey A also

participated in our earlier study of hippocampal learning-related

activity using the same task (Wirth et al. 2003). Each day, the

experimenter selected a set of 2 to 4 novel visual scenes from a large

database of naturalistic color scenes. The scenes were first presented in

a fixation only task, which served to pre-expose the animals to the

novel scenes (Fig. 1A). Animals initiated each trial by fixating a central

point for 300 ms (baseline period). The animal then saw a complex

visual scene superimposed with 4 identical target locations for 500 ms.

If fixation was successfully maintained throughout the scene/target

presentation, animals were rewarded with a drop of juice. Each correct

trial was followed by a 1500-ms intertrial interval (ITI). Error trials were

followed by a 2000-ms ITI. Typically animals performed 10--15 fixation

only trials for each novel scene used on that day of recording. Following

the fixation only trials, the experimenter then used the same novel set

of scenes in the context of the location-scene association task, a kind of

conditional-motor associative learning task (Wise and Murray 1999; Fig.

1B). For the location-scene association task, animals also initiated each

trial by fixating a central fixation spot for 300 ms. Animals then saw 4

targets superimposed on a complex visual scene for 500 ms followed by

a 700-ms delay interval during which the scene disappeared but the

targets remained on the screen. The trial always ended with the

disappearance of the fixation spot which served as a cue for the animal

to make an eye movement response to one of the 4 targets. Animals

were rewarded with a drop of juice for choosing the correct target

location. Only one of the 4 target locations was designated correct for

each novel scene. Correct trials were followed by a 1500-ms ITI. Error

trials were followed by a 2000-ms ITI. Animals learned new sets of 2--4

new location-scene associations during each daily recording session.

Each new scene in the set was always associated with a different

rewarded target location. Animals learned 405 of 606 new location-

scene associations presented and typically improved from chance

performance at the beginning of the session to 96% correct for Monkey

A and 77% correct for Monkey Z. These new scenes in each set were

randomly intermixed with a set of 4 highly familiar ‘‘reference’’ scenes

where each reference scene was associated with a different rewarded

target location. Both animals performed at or near 100% correct on all

reference scenes.

Monkey Z performed the task with only 3 of the 4 possible spatial

targets shown on the screen (north, east and west) for each new scene

together with the 3 corresponding reference scenes. We removed the

south target to alleviate this animal’s strong bias to select this target for

all new scenes. Following this modification, this animal’s overall

learning rate for new scenes improved considerably. Each day, Monkey

Z learned only one set of 2--3 new scenes. Monkey A performed the task

with all 4 possible spatial targets and in addition, in 69 of 128 total daily

sessions, Monkey A was given a second set of 4 new scenes to learn

after the first set. Animals from the hippocampal study (including

monkey A and another monkey C) typically performed the task

between 2 and 4 new scenes together with the corresponding number

of reference scenes (Wirth et al. 2003).

Recording Locations
The position of the recording chamber for each animal was calculated

using stereotaxic coordinates derived from the animals’ individual

Figure 1. (A) Schematic representation of trial events during the fixation task. Animals initiated each trial by fixating a central fixation point after which they were shown
a complex visual scene superimposed with 4 identical target locations. Animals were rewarded if fixation was successfully maintained throughout the scene/target presentation.
(B) Schematic representation of the location-scene task. After initiating the trial by fixating a central fixation, animals were then presented with 4 targets superimposed on
a complex visual scene followed by a delay interval where the scene disappeared but the targets remained on the screen. The trial ended with the disappearance of the fixation
spot which served as a cue for the animal to make an eye movement response to one of the 4 targets. (C) The left panel shows 3 coronal MRI images from Monkey A. The black
arrows indicate the locations of the medial and lateral boundaries of the perirhinal cortex. The right panel shows a flattened representation of the ventral surface of the monkey
brain showing the locations of the rhinal sulcus (rs; medial boundary of the perirhinal cortex), the anterior middle temporal sulcus (amts; approximate lateral boundary of the
perirhinal cortex), and the occipitotemporal sulcus (ots). Superimposed on the surface map are the locations of the nonselective (black), selective (blue), and changing (red) cells
from monkeys A and Z. The size the dots in this graph are directly proportional to the density of cells recorded from that location. The 3 horizontal gray lines superimposed on the
flat map correspond to the AP levels of the 3 coronal MRI images shown to the left. Additional abbreviations: A, anterior; L, lateral; M, medial; P, posterior.
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magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) images (Fig. 1C). Once the chamber

was in place, the MRI images allowed us to estimate the anterior--

posterior, medial--lateral and dorsal--ventral recording locations within

the perirhinal cortex in each animal for the entire experiment. The

depth of the bottom of the brain was also estimated by measuring the

distance between the dorsal surface of the brain to the bottom of the

brain directly using a thin microelectrode probe. We then used this

depth landmark to estimate the location of the perirhinal cortex just

dorsal of the bottom of the brain. A description of the recording

locations for the hippocampal database is given in Wirth et al. (2003).

Recording Techniques
Following initial behavioral training, the animals were implanted with

a scleral search coil, head post and recording chamber under aseptic

conditions using isoflurane anesthesia. All surgical procedures were

done in accordance with National Institutes of Health (NIH) guidelines

and approved by the New York University Animal Welfare Committee.

We used standard methods for single-unit extracellular recoding (Wirth

et al. 2003; Yanike et al. 2004). Briefly, tungsten microelectrodes were

advanced througha stainless steel guide tube inserted into agridwith1mm

spacing (Crist Instruments, Hagerstown, MD). Neuronal signals were

isolated using 2 different spike sorting systems. For 47% of the perirhinal

dataset, action potentials were isolated and sorted on line using MSD

(Israel). For the remaining 53%of the dataset, neural signalswere collected

and sorted online using Plexon (Dallas, TX). These signals were stored for

additional off-line sorting analysis. If the number of spikes with interspike

intervals shorter than 2 ms exceeded 5% of the total for a given unit, this

unit was discarded or re-sorted.Wemade no attempt to prescreen isolated

neurons. Instead, once we succeeded in isolating any neuron determined

to be within the bounds of the perirhinal cortex according to our MRI

localization, we started a new recording session. We verified the stability

of neuronal isolation by analyzing waveform parameters using Plexon off-

line sorting tools and by checking stability of baseline neuronal activity

across the session for each neuron recorded with MSD.

Data Analysis
All analyses were done with custom written Matlab programs (Math-

Works, MA). For both the perirhinal and hippocampal databases, we

analyzed neuronal activity during each trial in 4 separate time periods:

baseline (300 ms before stimulus onset), scene (100--500 ms after

stimulus onset), early delay (Delay 1; 0--350 ms after stimulus offset)

and late delay (delay 2; 350--700 ms after stimulus offset). In our original

analysis of the hippocampal database, only a single delay interval of 700

ms following stimulus offset was used (Wirth et al. 2003). Here we split

the delay interval into 2 smaller time periods because we found that it

maximized the sensitivity of the subsequent analyses to identifying

learning-related changing cells (see below).

For both the perirhinal and hippocampal database, we focus only on

those cells that were recorded during successful learning of new

associations. To determine whether a scene was learned, we

constructed a learning curve, together with 90% confidence bounds,

using a Bayesian state-space model (Smith et al. 2007). Because Monkey

A performed the task with 4 spatial targets and Monkey Z performed

the task with only 3 spatial targets we used 0.25 and 0.33, respectively,

as the priors for chance probability for the first trial. We defined the

trial of behavioral learning as the trial when the lower 90% confidence

bound crossed the median estimated probability at trial 1. For cells

recorded during successful learning, we analyzed both correct and

error trials and excluded all trials in which the animal broke fixation.

Defining Changing and Nonchanging Cells

We modified the original criterion used in Wirth et al (2003) to define

changing cells and used the modified criterion on both the population

of perirhinal neurons as well as on the original population of

hippocampal cells. For cells recorded during successful learning, as

defined using a Bayesian state-space model (Smith et al. 2007), we first

identified the subset of cells that responded significantly during either

the scene and/or delay periods of the task relative to baseline (paired t-

test with Bonferroni correction, P < 0.0167). Of those responsive cells,

we identified the subset that responded selectively (i.e., differentially)

to both the new and reference scenes during the scene and/or delay

period of the task (permutation test with Bonferroni correction, P <

0.0167). Here we refer to a particular learned location-scene

association as a ‘‘condition’’. We then identified those new individual

conditions where the firing rate during the scene and/or delay periods

was significantly different relative to the baseline activity (paired t-test,

P < 0.05). That population of scene and/or delay selective cells was

further divided into changing (i.e., learning-related) and nonchanging

cells. To determine whether the firing rate was significantly correlated

with the behavioral learning curve, we performed a shuffled correlation

test on raw firing rates and behavioral learning curve. For each

condition, we correlated behavioral learning curve with shuffled firing

rates and verified the level of significance by computing 2000

correlations on shuffled data. Changing cells were defined as the

subset of cells with a significant relationship between neuronal activity

and behavioral learning using the shuffled correlation test (P < 0.05;

range of r-values for negative correlations: –0.3424 to –0.8045 and for

positive correlations: 0.2951--0.872). We only selected those conditions

with a significant difference between the firing rate during the first 10

trials and last 10 trials of the session (t-test, P < 0.05). For conditions

when learning occurred in less than 10 trials, we compared the firing

rate during the first 5 trials and last 5 trials of the session (t-test, P <

0.05). Those selective cells that showed no significant relationship

between neuronal activity and behavioral learning using the shuffled

correlation test were classified as nonchanging cells. Here we analyze

both the changing as well as the nonchanging cells populations in both

the perirhinal cortex and the hippocampus.

Estimating the Relative Timing of Changes in Neural Activity and

Learning

To estimate changes in behavioral performance (i.e., learning) and

neuronal activity across trials we used a Bayesian state-space model

(Smith et al. 2007). For both behavioral performance and neuronal

activity, we assumed a simple random walk model for the underlying

state and assumed the observations were made from this state

according to Bernoulli and Poisson-gamma distributions, respectively.

Both models were estimated using Monte Carlo Markov chain software

(WinBUGS, Lunn et al. 2000; Spiegelhalter 2004). To estimate neuronal

activity we assumed a broad uninformative prior for the first trial for

both Monkey A and Z. We used a prior of chance probability of 0.25 for

Monkey A and 0.33 for Monkey Z, because they performed the task

with 4 and 3 possible spatial targets, respectively. Once estimated, from

these models we computed trial-by-trial estimates of median and 90%

confidence bounds for behavioral performance and neuronal activity

during either the scene and/or delay periods of the task. We defined

the trial of behavioral learning as the trial when the lower 90%

confidence bound crossed the median estimated probability at trial 1.

To define a trial of neuronal change consistent with the behavioral

change estimate, we first computed the median neuronal activity at the

first trial, calling this the median firing rate, and then identified the

decreasing (increasing) neuronal change trial on which the upper

(lower) 90% confidence bound crossed the median firing rate.

Receiver Operating Characteristics Analysis

To examine the strength of the learning-related signal across each of

the task periods, we performed a receiver operating characteristics

(ROC) analysis (Green and Swets 1966; Newsome et al. 1989). For each

neuron, we compared 2 distributions of neuronal activity: one

constructed from activity including all trials before the learning

criterion was reached (‘‘before learning’’ trials) and another including

all trials after the learning criterion was achieved (‘‘after learning’’

trials). An ROC curve was constructed by taking the proportion of each

firing rate in the distribution of ‘‘before learning’’ that exceeded the

proportion of this rate in the distribution of ‘‘after learning.’’ An ROC

area was calculated in each trial period by comparing average firing rate

for ‘‘before learning’’ trials and ‘‘after learning’’ trials. In this way, for

each task period with learning-related change, we calculated one ROC

area. We also applied the ROC analysis to multiple time bins using the

same ‘‘before learning’’ and ‘‘after learning’’ comparison as classifiers to

obtain an estimated latency of when the learning signals developed

within the trial. For each trial, we generated a spike density function by

convolving the spike train with a Gaussian probability function (1-ms

step, r = 40 ms). An ROC area was calculated in 50 millisecond time
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bins starting from the beginning of the trial and shifted by 10-ms steps

until the end of the trial.

Selectivity Analysis

We calculated a selectivity index (SI) for each selective nonchanging

cell to measure how well the cell could discriminate between different

scenes. The SI was calculated using the following formula (Moody et al.

1998; Yanike et al. 2004):

SI=
�
n – +

n

i=1

ki
�
kmax

��
ðn – 1Þ

where ki is response to ith scene, kmax is maximal response for a cell,

and n is the total number of scenes. Both reference and new scenes

were included in this analysis. The SI was calculated separately during

the scene and delay periods of the task including both correct and

error trials.

Habituation

To determine whether cells showed a habituation-like decrease in

response during the presentation of the fixation only trials, the firing

rate for each condition was plotted as a function of trial number. We fit

a simple regression line and estimated the slope. A negative slope

indicated a habituation response. We then used a bootstrap test to

estimate whether the slope of the regression line was significantly

different from zero.

Results

General Response Properties

We recorded a total of 140 neurons in the perirhinal cortex

(113 neurons from Monkey A and 27 neurons from Monkey Z).

Most recording sites were at mid to posterior levels of the

perirhinal cortex and extended throughout the full medial--

lateral extent of the area (Fig. 1C). Our analysis focused on the

130 of 140 (Monkey A: 110 cells and Monkey Z: 20 cells) cells

recorded during successful learning of new location-scene

associations (see Methods). We found 77% of these perirhinal

neurons (100/130) were responsive during the scene period,

the first half of delay, and/or the second half of delay periods of

the task relative to the baseline period (paired t-test with

Bonferroni correction, P < 0.0167). We next used a permuta-

tion test (with Bonferroni correction, P < 0.0167) with scene

identity as a main factor to determine how many of the

responsive cells were also selective to particular visual stimuli

(i.e., individual visual scenes). A total of 68 perirhinal neurons

(68% of responsive cells) responded selectively during either

scene and/or delay periods of the task.

We also compared the learning-related responses of the

perirhinal neuronal population to the population of hippocam-

pal learning-related neurons described in Wirth et al. (2003)

using the same time periods and statistical analyses. We

analyzed 137 hippocampal neurons recorded during successful

learning of new location-scene associations. This comparison

yielded similar proportions of responsive and selective cells

across the 2 areas (Hippocampus [HPC]: 123/137 or 90%

responsive and 85 of the 123 responsive cells, or 69% were

selective; v2 test Perirhinal [PR] vs. HPC: P = 0.39).

Learning-Related Neural Signals

Of the 68 selective perirhinal neurons recorded during

successful learning we identified 23 perirhinal cells (Monkey

A: 18 cells and Monkey Z: 5 cells; 32% including 35 conditions)

that signaled new associative learning with changes in their

neural activity that paralleled behavioral learning (changing

cells; Wirth et al. 2003). These changes in firing rate in the

perirhinal neurons were seen across both scene and delay

periods, with some changing cells showing changes during

both time periods (‘‘combined’’ in Table 1). Consistent with our

previous study in the hippocampus (Wirth et al. 2003) we

identified 2 categories of perirhinal changing cells (both

categories were observed in both animals). More than half of

the changing cells observed in the perirhinal cortex were of

the baseline sustained type (14/23 cells, 61%). Baseline

sustained changing cells initially responded selectively during

the trials before learning and signaled learning by returning to

baseline levels of activity. For the majority of baseline sustained

cells, this change in activity was negatively correlated with

learning. An example of a representative perirhinal baseline

sustained cell is shown in Figure 2A. The majority of the

perirhinal baseline sustained cells showed an elevated firing

rate relative to the baseline activity early in learning (10/14

cells, 11/17 conditions), with few examples showing initial

suppression in neuronal activity relative to the baseline firing

rate and then returned to the baseline level with learning (4/14

cells, 6/17 conditions). Six of the 23 perirhinal changing cells

(26%) were categorized as sustained changing cells. These cells

typically showed little or no response to the task early in the

session, but typically signaled learning with an increase (n = 5

of 6 sustained cells) in their firing rate (Fig. 2B). Three

perirhinal changing cells were categorized as ‘‘mixed’’ because

they showed both baseline sustained and sustained changes to

different learned conditions. The overall proportion of baseline

sustained conditions in the perirhinal cortex (including those

from the mixed cells) was significantly greater than the overall

proportion of sustained conditions (v2 test, P < 0.03).

In the hippocampus, of the 85 selective cells recorded

during successful learning, we identified 25 hippocampal

changing cells (Monkey A: 7 cells and Monkey C: 18 cells;

28% including 33 conditions; 18 sustained and 7 baseline

sustained changing cells). Although there were more hippo-

campal sustained conditions compared with baseline sustained

conditions, this numerical difference did not reach significance

(v2 test, P = 0.06). A direct comparison of the relative

proportion of sustained and baseline sustained changing

conditions in the perirhinal cortex and hippocampus revealed

a significant difference (P < 0.02; Table 1). Further analyses of

the major features of the sustained and baseline sustained

changing cells including baseline firing rate and magnitude of

change showed no difference between the perirhinal cortex

and hippocampus (Table 2). However, we found that the visual

Table 1
Number of examples of learning-related changes across different task periods for cells in the PR

cortex and HPC

Cells Conds Scene
only

Delay1
only

Delay2
only

Combined

PR changing cells
Sustained 6 8 4 1 1 2
Baseline sustained 14 17 6 2 6 3
Mixed 3 10a 2 1 2 5
Total 23 35 12 4 9 10

HPC changing cells
Sustained 18 22 7 7 4 4
Baseline sustained 7 11 5 2 1 3
Total 25 33 12 9 5 7

a2 conds 5 sustained; 6 conds 5 baseline sustained; 1 cond 5 both sustained and baseline

sustained signals in different task periods (this condition was counted twice). Both sustained and

baseline sustained changing cells were found in Monkey A and in Monkey Z.
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response latency of sustained cells in the perirhinal cortex (but

not baseline sustained cells) was shorter compared with

sustained cells in the hippocampus (Table 2). This latter

finding is consistent with the anatomical connections of these

areas relative to the input from the ventral visual pathway

(Suzuki and Amaral 1994).

We next asked whether learning-related changes in the

perirhinal cortex were specific to particular motor responses

or particular learned target locations. To address these

questions, we first compared the responses of changing cells

during new learning to the response of the same cells during

the performance of the reference scene with the same

rewarded target location. In no case did the perirhinal

changing cells give similar responses to the corresponding

reference scenes suggesting that changing cells are not simply

conveying information about the direction or location of the

reward target (Fig. 3A). We also examined conditions in which

the changing cells were recorded during learning of 2 sets of

novel associations. We were particularly interested in the

response of the changing cells during learning of a second new

association with the same rewarded target location. Out of 6

perirhinal cells tested (11 conditions) none changed its activity

to the second learned scene with the same rewarded target

location (Fig. 3B,C). Taken together, these results indicate that

the signals of the perirhinal changing cells do not represent

a pure motor signal and are not made in a motor-based or

location-based frame of reference. Similar to the results in the

perirhinal cortex, we have previously shown that hippocampal

changing cells did not respond similarly to the reference scene

with the corresponding target location and did not signal

multiple learned associations with the same rewarded target

location (Wirth et al. 2003).

Because many previous studies have shown that perirhinal

neurons decrease their stimulus-evoked response over time as

initially novel stimulus becomes familiar (Miller et al. 1991;

Riches et al. 1991), the perirhinal baseline sustained cells might

reflect a passive habituation effect rather than an active

associative learning signal. To address this possibility we

analyzed the response of perirhinal baseline sustained changing

cells during fixation only trials when the animals were required

to simply fixate during the presentation of novel scenes for

reward. We focused this analysis on the population of

perirhinal baseline sustained cells that showed change during

the scene period and also had a complete set of fixation only

trials (n = 5 of 10 perirhinal baseline sustained cells, 8/22

conditions). We found that these perirhinal baseline sustained

cells did not change their firing rate with repetition during the

early fixation trials (Fig. 4A). The slopes of the regression lines

(Fig. 4B) were close to zero across all cells (distribution mean =
–0.01 ± 0.007, range = –0.03 to 0.01; P = 0.4) suggesting that

baseline sustained changing cells do not exhibit habituation.

None of the individual cells showed significant regression line

slopes. We applied the same analysis to the hippocampal

baseline sustained changing cells (n = 6 of 7 hippocampal

baseline sustained cells, 7/11 conditions) and found that they

also did not change their firing rates with repetition (Fig. 4C)

and the slopes of the regression lines in the hippocampus were

also not different from zero (Fig. 4D: mean slope = –0.01 + 0.01,

range = –0.04 to 0.03; P = 0.61). Moreover, we also analyzed

responses of 11 sustained cells during fixation only trials (n = 3

perirhinal sustained cells or 3 conditions; n = 8 hippocampal

sustained cells or 9 conditions). Similar to the baseline

sustained cells, the sustained cells in both the perirhinal cortex

and hippocampus did not show habituation responses during

fixation only trials.

Figure 2. (A) Illustration of the behavioral learning curve (solid black line, with 90%
upper and lower confidence bounds shown as dotted black lines) and neural activity
(solid gray line with upper and lower confidence bounds shown shaded in lighter gray)
during the late delay period for a baseline sustained perirhinal neuron. The filled black
circles at the top of the graph indicate correct trials, whereas the open circles
indicate error trials. The dashed gray line indicates the average baseline firing rate.
Early in learning when behavioral performance was poor, this cell responded with
a higher firing rate during the late delay period of the task (Delay 2). However, with
learning the activity of this cell decreased back to baseline levels of activity. The
shuffled correlation test showed a significant relationship between the change in
neural activity and the change in behavior with learning (r5 �0.63, P\ 0.0001). (B)
An example of a perirhinal sustained changing cell. This cell did not respond to the
task during the scene period early in the session when performance was near chance.
However, this neuron exhibited a dramatic increase in activity that paralleled the
animal’s behavioral learning curve. There was a significant correlation between neural
activity and behavioral learning (r 5 0.66, P\ 0.0001). All conventions are the same
as in (A).

Table 2
Basic response properties of changing cells

Perirhinal cortex Hippocampus

Baseline
sustained

Sustained Baseline
sustained

Sustained

Baseline firing rate
(spikes/s)

12.5 ± 2.0 19.6 ± 3.7 29.7± 13.0 18.9 ± 4.3

Magnitude of
change (spikes/s)

6.6 ± 2.8 6.2 ± 1.2 6.0 ± 1.2 7.2 ± 2.1

Visual response
latency (ms)

143 95a 136 250a

aThere is a significant difference in visual response latency between sustained cells in the

perirhinal cortex and hippocampus (P\ 0.02).
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Further analysis showed that 35% (8/23) of the perirhinal

changing cells signaled learning of 2 or more associations

learned concurrently (6 cells = 2 associations and 2 cell = 4

associations, Table 3). All of these examples of multiple learned

associations came fromMonkey A. From a behavioral perspective,

Monkey A generally performed at a very high level, learning an

average of 3.9 new associations per session (range 2--12).

In contrast, Monkey Z learned an average of 1.9 new associations

per session (range 1--3). Although 5 of 8multiple changing cells in

the perirhinal cortex exhibited either sustained or baseline

sustained changes for all of the learned associations, 3/8 exhibited

a mixed response. Figure 5 illustrates an example of a perirhinal

cell that exhibited a baseline sustained signal for 3 different

conditions (Fig. 5A--C) and a sustained changing signal for one

learned association (Fig. 5D). These findings illustrate that

perirhinal changing cells are both flexible and highly selective in

their learning-related signaling. In the hippocampus, there were

fewer examples of changing cells that signaled 2 associations

learned concurrently (5 cells and 10 conditions). All of the

hippocampal multiple learning cell examples exhibited either

sustained or baseline sustained changes for both of the changing

conditions and unlike the perirhinal database, there were no

examples of an individual hippocampal cell exhibiting both

sustained and baseline sustained patterns of activity. However,

because the hippocampal database included fewer examples of

multiple new associations learned per session, it is difficult to

determine if this difference is meaningful.

Time Course of Neuronal Changes Relative to Behavioral
Learning

Although the results presented above suggest learning-related

signals are seen throughout the perirhinal cortex and

hippocampus, in this next analysis we ask if the timing of the

learning signal relative to behavioral learning can differentiate

the 2 areas. To address this question we estimated the trial

number of behavioral learning and the trial number of the

change in neural activity using a Bayesian state-space model

(Smith et al. 2007). Next, we compared the trial on which

behavioral performance changed with the trial on which

neuronal activity changed. The neuronal activity leads behavior

when change in neuronal activity occurs prior to change in

behavioral performance. The neuronal activity lags behavior

when changes in neuronal activity occur once animals acquired

new associations. Figure 6A shows the distribution of lead/lag

values for the perirhinal cortex. There was no significant

difference in lag values between the sustained (median: –3.5;

range: -- 14 to + 10) and baseline sustained (median: –2.0;

range: –17 to + 20) examples for any task period (t-test, P =
0.54). The changes in neuronal activity occurred before

learning in 16 periods (lead values), after learning in 29 periods

(lag values), and at the same time in 2 periods. The distribution

of lead/lag values in the perirhinal cortex was centered on zero

(Fig. 6B, mean = –1.87, t-test, P = 0.11) suggesting that, on

average, changes in the perirhinal neuronal activity occurred

parallel to changes in behavioral performance.

Figure 6C illustrates results for the hippocampal changing

cells. The results were similar to those in the perirhinal cortex.

There was no significant difference between the sustained

(median: –3.0; range: - 13 to + 9) and baseline sustained

(median: –0.5; range: –22 to + 12) examples for any task period

(t-test, P = 0.74). The neuronal activity changed before learning

in 14 periods, at the same time in 3 periods and after learning in

25 periods and the distribution of lead/lag values was not

significantly different from zero (Fig. 6D, t-test, mean = –2.14,

P = 0.05). There were no significant differences in the

distribution of lead/lag values between the perirhinal cortex

and the hippocampus (Kolmogorov--Smirnov test, P = 0.99).

Figure 3. Response of a prototypical perirhinal sustained changing cell to various
control manipulations. (A) This panel illustrates a perirhinal cell’s response to
a reference scene with a north reward target location. (B) Response of the same
perirhinal changing cell during learning of a new location-scene association to the
north direction. Comparison of (A) and (B) confirm that the changing signal is not due
to a motor-related response. (C) Response of the same neuron shown in (A) and (B)
during learning of a second novel association with a north rewarded target location.
Comparison of graphs (B) and (C) shows that this perirhinal changing cell did not
signal new learning in a direction-based or location-based frame of reference. All
conventions are the same as in Figure 2.
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Taken together, these results suggest that the perirhinal and

hippocampal neurons are recruited at the same time, with

changes in neuronal activity occurring on average, around the

time of new behavioral learning.

Profile and Time Course of the Learning Signal Within
a Trial

To examine the detailed response profiles of the baseline

sustained and sustained changing cells within a trial (i.e., with

respect to scene onset), we plotted the pattern of neural

activity seen before behavioral learning when performance was

at or near chance levels and after behavioral learning when

performance was near 100% correct (see methods). Before

learning, the perirhinal baseline sustained conditions (n = 18)

exhibited a transient response with a peak activation that

tended to focus either in the scene (6/18) or delay (12/18)

periods of the task (Fig. 7 top panels). In contrast, after

learning, the perirhinal baseline sustained cells showed little if

any response. Hippocampal baseline sustained conditions (n =
9) also included examples with peak activations either in the

scene (7/9) or delay (2/9) periods of the task. Although the

baseline sustained perirhinal cells mostly responded during the

delay period, the hippocampal baseline sustained cells tended

to respond during the scene period (v2 test, P < 0.03).

Sustained changing perirhinal conditions (n = 9) showed little

response before learning, but after learning, developed

a transient response that could occur throughout the scene

(5/9) or delay (4/9) periods of the task (Fig. 8 top panels). A

similar overall pattern was also observed for hippocampal

sustained changing conditions (n = 18, 9/18 in the scene and 9/18
in the delay, Fig. 8 lower panels). In contrast to the baseline

sustained conditions, the proportions of sustained conditions

with peak responses during the scene and delay periods

were similar between the perirhinal cortex and hippocampus

(v2 test, P = 0.79).

To quantify the time course of the learning signals illustrated

in Figures 7 and 8, we used ROC analysis to compare neural

activity before versus after learning. We computed the area

under the ROC curve as a measure of the separation of the

neuron’s distribution of activity in these 2 time periods. To

compare the time courses of the learning-related activity across

task periods we separately plotted ROC area values for the

scene, early delay (Delay 1) and late delay (Delay 2) periods for

the baseline sustained and sustained cells (Fig. 9A,B). The ROC

area values during the baseline period served as a control. The

results in Figure 9A show that the baseline sustained cells in

the perirhinal cortex and hippocampus signal learning during

Figure 4. (A) Illustration of the average neural activity (plus standard error) of 5 perirhinal baseline sustained cells (8 conditions) seen over the 15 repetitions of the visual images
shown during fixation only trials. The firing rate during the scene period was normalized by first subtracting baseline firing rate and then dividing by the maximum response. The
response of these perirhinal baseline sustained cells did not change with repetition (i.e., no habituation effect seen). (B) Individual slopes for the 8 different conditions averaged in
(A). Slopes were estimated using the least squares method. (C) The average neural activity and the standard error of 6 hippocampal baseline sustained cells (7 conditions) plotted
over the 15 repetitions of the visual images during fixation only trials. Similar to the perirhinal cells in (A), hippocampal baseline sustained cells did not show habituation effect. (D)
Individual slopes for 7 conditions included in the average in (C).

Table 3
Changing cells that signal multiple new associations

Perirhinal cortex Hippocampus

Cells Condsa Cells Condsa

Sustained 2 2/2 3 2/2/2
Baseline sustained 3 2/2/2 2 2/2
Mixed 3 2/2/4 — —
Total 8 20 5 10

aNumber of changing conditions listed for each cell.
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the scene, delay 1 and delay 2 periods relative to the baseline

period (t-test, P < 0.002). The perirhinal learning signal remains

strong across all task periods (no difference across task periods,

t-test, P = 0.51). The hippocampal ROC area values are also

highly significant relative to baseline control levels though the

hippocampal ROC area value in the late delay period was

significantly smaller than the corresponding value in the

perirhinal cortex. Figure 9B shows results for the sustained

cells. Sustained cells in both the perirhinal cortex and

hippocampus signal learning in the scene, early and late delay

periods. We also note that the relative representation in the

scene period of the task in the perirhinal cortex was

significantly larger than that seen in the hippocampus.

We next used ROC analysis to examine whether there are

any differences in the onset latency of these signals during the

scene period and when these cells signal learning relative to

their response to visual stimuli. To determine the time at which

changing cells started signaling learning, we calculated ROC

area values in 50-ms bins slid in 10-ms steps across the entire

length of the scene period. The results are summarized in

Figure 10A,B. The baseline sustained cells in the perirhinal

cortex and hippocampus start signaling learning at the same

time during the scene period and the signals peak around 200

ms after scene onset in both areas (Fig. 10A). There was no

difference in the latency to the onset of learning signal and that

to the neuron’s visual response for the perirhinal cortex and

the hippocampus (t-test, P = 0.14).

A comparison of ROC area values for the sustained cells

across the perirhinal cortex and hippocampus showed that

perirhinal neurons start signaling learning earlier compared

with hippocampal cells (t-test, P < 0.03; Fig. 10B). Although the

onset latencies for the perirhinal cortex ranged between 87

and 145 ms, the hippocampal onset latencies were longer

between 120 and 456 ms (t-test, P < 0.04). These results show

that compared with the population of sustained changing

hippocampal cells, sustained changing perirhinal cells signal

learning earlier with respect to scene onset, often as soon as

they start responding to visual stimuli during the scene

presentation (Table 2).

Selective Nonchanging Neural Signals

The results presented above show that there are global

similarities as well as clear differences in the associative

learning-related activity seen in the perirhinal cortex and

hippocampus. To further compare the task-related response

properties of neurons in these 2 areas, we evaluated the

populations of selective, nonchanging cells (see Methods for

definition). Overall we found similar proportions of selective

nonchanging cells in the perirhinal cortex (74% or 50/68

selective cells) and the hippocampus (77% or 65/85 selective

cells; v2 test PR vs. HPC: P = 0.87). The average firing rate of the

selective nonchanging cells during the baseline fixation period

was significantly lower in the perirhinal cortex compared with

the hippocampus (PR: 9.69 ± 1.28 Hz and HPC: 24.31 ± 3.46; t-

test, P < 0.001). In the perirhinal cortex, a greater proportion

of selective, nonchanging cells responded with an increased

firing rate relative to baseline (84% or 42/50 cells) during

either the scene or delay periods of the task compared with

cells responding with a decrease in firing rate relative to

baseline (16% or 8/50 cells). In contrast, in the hippocampus,

Figure 5. (A) An example of a perirhinal changing cell that exhibited a baseline sustained pattern of activity during the late delay period of the task for a particular learned
association. (B and C) Response of the same perirhinal changing cell illustrated in (A) with the baseline sustained pattern during the late delay period of the task for 2 other
learned associations. (D) The same perirhinal changing cell showed a sustained changing pattern of activity during the late delay period of the task for a different learned
association. All conventions are the same as Figure 2.
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62% (40/65 cells) increased their firing rate during the scene

and/or delay period with the remaining 38% (25/65 cells)

exhibiting a decreased firing rate in either the scene or delay

period. These relative proportions were significantly different

(v2 test, P = 0.05). Consistent with findings from the changing

cell population, perirhinal selective nonchanging cells

exhibited an earlier visual response latency compared with

the hippocampal cells (PR: 117.9 ± 4.5 ms and HPC: 151.9 ±
10.3 ms; t-test, P < 0.02). We also asked if there were any

differences in the degree of selectivity of these cells across the

perirhinal cortex and hippocampus. To address this question

we calculated a SI for each selective nonchanging cell (see

Methods). We found that the perirhinal and hippocampal

populations were not different in their ability to differentiate

between different scenes during either the scene or the delay

periods of the task (Fig. 11A-C).

Habituation Signals in the Selective Nonchanging
Population

A common finding in the perirhinal cortex is that neurons in

this area tend to fire maximally to novel stimuli and decrease

their firing with stimulus repetition. This has been termed

a habituation, familiarity signal, or repetition suppression

(Baylis and Rolls 1987; Brown et al. 1987; Riches et al. 1991;

Miller et al. 1993; Li et al. 1993; Fahy et al. 1993; Xiang and

Brown 1998; see detailed discussion in Sohal and Hasselmo

2000). In contrast, few such signals have been seen in the

hippocampus (Brown et al. 1987; Riches et al. 1991; Xiang and

Brown 1998). We next examined the habituation/familiarity

signals seen in the population of perirhinal and hippocampal

selective nonchanging cells during the response to the first 15

repetitions of the novel stimuli shown in the fixation only trials

at the beginning of each daily recording session (see Methods).

We analyzed 32 cells (57 conditions) in the perirhinal cortex

and 44 cells (93 conditions) in the hippocampus that responded

selectively during the scene period and also had a complete set

of fixation only trials. We identified a subset of 19% (6/32 cells or

10/57 conditions) of the perirhinal population that showed

a clear habituation effect (Fig. 12A). This proportion of

habituation-like cells is similar to the proportion that have been

reported in other studies using simple recognition memory tasks

(Brown et al. 1987; Riches et al. 1991; Miller et al. 1993; Li et al.

1993; Fahy et al. 1993; Xiang and Brown, 1998). In contrast to

previous report by Li et al. (1993), we found no cells with

increased activity during fixation only trials. Figure 12C shows an

example of a perirhinal cell with a clear habituation signal.

Surprisingly, we also found 16% (7/44 cells or 10/93 conditions)

of the hippocampal population also exhibited a clear

Figure 6. (A) Distribution of trials of behavioral change relative to trials of neural change for perirhinal changing cells (n5 23). For each condition the trial of behavioral change is
plotted against the trial of neural change. Conditions where learning lags changes in neural activity appear below the unity line, whereas condition where learning leads changes in
neural activity appear above the unity line. For this population the difference between behavioral and neural trials of change is normally distributed around a zero difference and
includes both positive and negative difference values. (B) Histogram showing the number of conditions with particular lead/lag values. Positive differences between behavioral and
neural change values indicate conditions when learning lags changes in neural activity. Negative differences between behavioral and neural change values represent conditions
when learning leads changes in neural activity. The distribution of difference values for perirhinal changing cells was not significantly different from zero (P 5 0.11). (C)
Distribution of difference values for hippocampal changing cells (n 5 25). (D) Similar to the values observed in the perirhinal cortex, distribution of difference values for the
hippocampal population peaked at near zero (P 5 0.05).
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habituation/familiarity effect (Fig. 12B,D). Overall, the pro-

portion of selective nonchanging cells with familiarity signals

in the hippocampus did not differ from that in the perirhinal

cortex (v2 test, P = 0.34). Thus, we find that both perirhinal and

hippocampal neurons represent information about the relative

familiarity of the novel scene stimuli used in this task.

Discussion

We identified 2 subpopulations of perirhinal changing cells that

signal learning during the performance of a conditional-motor

associative learning task. Sustained changing cells signal

learning with a significant change in their level of activity

relative to baseline, whereas baseline sustained changing cells

signaled learning by returning to baseline levels of activity. Both

types of cells could change before, at the same time as well as

after learning was expressed. Comparisons between the task-

related and learning-related signals seen in the perirhinal

cortex to those in our database of hippocampal recordings

revealed both similarities as well as several notable differences.

We discuss these patterns of similarities and differences

relative to current models of MTL memory function.

Associative Learning Signals in the Perirhinal Cortex

We describe a population of perirhinal neurons that signal

associative learning with clear changes in their firing rate.

These findings confirm and extend previous studies of

associative learning-related activity in the macaque perirhinal

cortex (Erickson and Desimone 1999; Messinger et al. 2001). In

the present study, monkeys learned multiple new location-

scene associations to a high level of performance each day

allowing us to characterize the detailed pattern and timing of

learning-related changes in activity both within the trial as well

as relative to behavioral learning. Some cells signaled learning

by changing their level of activity relative to baseline (sustained

changing cells), whereas others signaled learning by returning

to baseline levels of activity (baseline sustained changing cells).

The combined pattern of sustained and baseline sustained

signals across the population of changing cells may represent

the overall tuning of the perirhinal network to the newly

learned location-scene associations. When we examined the

timing of the changing neural activity relative to learning we

found that the perirhinal changing cells could change either

before learning, in parallel with learning as well as after

learning. This is the general pattern one would expect from

a network with feedback connections that participates in the

learning process. That is, some cells change before learning is

expressed, possibly playing a role in driving the early learning

process, but with feedback, other cells in the network get

recruited later in the learning process with the average

population of cells changing around the time of learning.

Figure 7. Illustration of the patterns of neural activity seen within trials for all baseline sustained conditions in the perirhinal cortex (top 2 panels) and hippocampus (bottom 2
panels). Each row represents the normalized firing rate for a single changing condition plotted over the trial period either before (left panels) or after (right panels) learning. The
firing rate is normalized relative to the baseline rate and maximum firing rate observed before learning. This analysis is limited to conditions with excitatory responses relative to
the baseline firing rate and the conditions are sorted by the latency to the maximum response before learning. The top panels show that perirhinal neurons (n 5 17 conditions)
tended to exhibit a bimodal distribution of activation peaks in either the scene or the delay period of the task before learning (top left panel) and this activity decreased
dramatically after learning (top right panel). The distribution of activation peaks in the hippocampal baseline sustained neurons tended to include fewer examples of conditions
with peak activations in the delay period of the task (n 5 9 conditions).
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Comparison between Perirhinal and Hippocampal
Signals

Direct and quantitative comparisons between the associative

learning-related signals seen in the monkey perirhinal cortex

and the hippocampus revealed global similarities as well as

several notable differences. First, both areas exhibited very

similar overall patterns and proportions of learning-related

changing cells. An ROC analysis showed that the sustained and

baseline sustained changing populations in both areas differ-

entiated between activity before and after learning across the

entire length of the trial. The baseline sustained changing cells

in neither the perirhinal cortex nor the hippocampus exhibited

evidence of habituation-like effects. Not only were the overall

patterns and strength of the learning-related activity across

both areas similar, but both areas also exhibited similar

proportions of changing signals before, at the same time and

Figure 8. Illustration of the patterns of neural activity seen within trials for all sustained changing conditions in the perirhinal cortex (top 2 panels) and hippocampus (bottom 2
panels). All conventions are the same as Figure 7. Top panels show that perirhinal sustained changing conditions (n 5 9) gave little or no response before learning but came to
respond maximally during the scene or scene and delay periods of the task. A similar pattern of activity was seen in the population of 18 hippocampal sustained changing
conditions (bottom 2 panels), with less activity before learning and maximal activity that typically included both the scene and delay periods of the task.
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Figure 9. (A) Bar graph showing the ROC area values and standard errors differentiating activity early in the trial before learning from activity late in the trial after learning for
baseline sustained cells in both the perirhinal cortex (black bars) and the hippocampus (white bars). Also shown for references are control ROC area values in the baseline period
of the task. Both the perirhinal and hippocampal baseline sustained cells differentiate activity from late activity in the scene, delay 1 and delay 2 periods of the task. In addition,
the ROC area value for delay 2 was significantly larger in the perirhinal baseline sustained population compared with the hippocampal baseline sustained population (P[ 0.05).
(B) Bar graph showing the ROC area values for the sustained cells across the perirhinal cortex and hippocampus. All conventions are the same as (A). Here again both perirhinal
and hippocampal sustained cells differentiate activity seen before from after learning in each of the 3 main task periods. For the sustained changing cells, the average ROC area
value for the perirhinal cortex was significantly larger ROC value in the hippocampus in the scene period of the task (P[ 0.05).
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after learning suggesting that both these areas are engaged

with similar timing relative to behavioral learning. These

neurophysiological findings are also consistent with fMRI

studies that have examined learning-related activity in the

MTL during similar associative learning tasks that show similar

changes in hemodynamic responses in both the hippocampus

and perirhinal cortex with new associative learning (Toni et al.

1998, 2001; Law et al. 2005).

In addition to these similarities, we also described several

notable differences. First, we found significantly more baseline

sustained signals than sustained changing signals in the

perirhinal cortex compared with the hippocampus. This

finding suggests that the perirhinal cortex may signal learning

with a different kind of population response compared with

the hippocampus, namely with more suppression of neural

activity. It will be important to use multielectrode recordings

to further explore the nature of the network level interactions

during associative learning within the 2 different areas. Second,

we report a greater proportion of baseline sustained cells with

peak responses during the delay period in the perirhinal cortex

relative to the hippocampus. This finding of the greater delay

activity in the perirhinal cortex has implications for several

current models of MTL-dependent memory. For example, some

models suggest that greater delay activity in the perirhinal

cortex could be attained through a neural circuits dynamics via

activation of several neurons (Durstewitz et al. 2000).

Alternatively, it could be established through an intracellular

mechanism, similar to a persistent activity in layer V neurons in

slices of the entorhinal cortex (Klink and Alonso 1997; Egorov

et al. 2002; Hasselmo and Stern 2006; Tahvildari et al. 2007).

Additional experiments will be needed to differentiate between

these possibilities. Third, we found that the population of

perirhinal sustained changing cells signaled learning signifi-

cantly earlier in the scene period of the task compared with the

hippocampal sustained changing cells. This relatively early

perirhinal learning activity for the sustained changing cells (but

Figure 10. ROC analysis of the learning signal in the perirhinal cortex and hippocampus during the scene period of the task. ROC analysis was applied to the neural response for
each condition in 50-ms windows in overlapping 10-ms steps. (A) The mean response latency of the learning signal for baseline sustained changing conditions in the perirhinal
cortex (black, n 5 13) and hippocampus (gray, n 5 8) were not significantly different from each other (P 5 0.12; t-test). Only conditions that showed changes during the scene
period were included in this analysis. (B) Time course of the learning signal for sustained changing conditions in the perirhinal cortex (black, n 5 5) and hippocampus (gray, n 5
11). For this population of changing cells, perirhinal neurons differentiated between early and late learning significantly earlier than those in hippocampus (P\ 0.03; t-test).

Figure 11. Comparison of selectivity of nonchanging cells in the perirhinal cortex and hippocampus. Proportion of the cumulative number of cells is plotted for each SI value for
the perirhinal (black) and hippocampal (gray) nonchanging neurons separately for the scene (A), delay 1 (B), and delay 2 (C) periods of the task. The total number of cells included
in this analysis was 50 in the perirhinal cortex and 65 in the hippocampus (PR: 39—scene, 36—delay 1, 32—delay 2; HPC: 59—scene, 51—delay 1, 41—delay 2). There was
no difference in the SI values between the perirhinal cortex and hippocampus in any of the task periods (Kolmogorov--Smirnov test, P values in each panel).
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not for the baseline sustained changing cells), suggests that the

sustained learning activity starts earliest within the trial in the

perirhinal cortex. These findings raise the possibility that the

entire learning effect may be driven by these early sustained

changing perirhinal cells and this perirhinal signal then drives

the learning activity seen in the hippocampus later in the trial.

However, given the relatively small proportion of sustained

changing perirhinal cells, this possibility seems unlikely. A

second possibility is that the sustained changing cells in the

perirhinal cortex and the hippocampus both participate in

signaling new learning in parallel, with the perirhinal cortex

more involved during the visual scene period of the task and the

hippocampus more involved in signaling learning during the

delay interval. It will be important to carry out simultaneous

recording in both areas together with temporary inactivation

procedures to differentiate between these 2 possibilities.

We also report similar proportions of neurons with

habituation-like responses in the populations of perirhinal

and hippocampal selective nonchanging cells during the

performance of a fixation only task with novel stimuli. In

contrast, several previous studies (Brown et al. 1987; Riches

et al. 1991; Xiang and Brown 1998) reported few if any

habituation-likes signals in the hippocampus during familiarity

based recognition memory tasks. These differences could be

due to the type of visual stimuli used in the studies. In the

current experiment we used complex scene stimuli including

both outdoor scenes as well as scenes of animals. The visual

scene stimuli in particular have been shown to be highly

effective at engaging the hippocampus in humans (Stern et al.

1996; Hartley et al. 2007; Blondin and Lepage 2007). Using

these stimuli, we report that 90% of the hippocampal cells

were responsive to the location-scene task and 73% of those

responsive cells were selective. In contrast, previous studies

that used simple geometrical shapes as stimuli (Brown et al.

1987; Riches et al. 1991) found a smaller proportion of

responsive cells in the hippocampus and few if any familiarity

signals in the hippocampus. Even a study by Xiang and Brown

(1998) which used a combination of naturalistic scenes and

visual object stimuli reported only 14% of their hippocampal

population were responsive to the visual stimuli used in their

task and none of those cells showed a familiarity signal. Our

findings suggest that in certain situations, familiarity for

complex scene stimuli is encoded by both the hippocampus

as well as the perirhinal cortex in a similar proportion of cells.

Relation to Current Theories of MTL Function

There are currently numerous theories proposed to explain the

relative contribution of different MTL areas tomemory. Most, but

not all of these theories have focused on understanding how the

2 major components of recognition memory, recollection and

familiarity are represented by different MTL structures. One view

suggests that the structures of the MTL work cooperatively in

both recollection and familiarity (Squire et al. 2004). Several

other studies, in contrast argue that the hippocampus is critical

Figure 12. (A and B) The average neural activity and the standard error of 6 perirhinal nonchanging cells (A) and 7 hippocampal nonchanging cells (B) plotted over the 15
repetitions of the visual images shown during fixation only trials. Only conditions with significant slopes as estimated using the least squares method were included in these
averages (PR: 10 conditions, A; and HPC: 10 conditions, B). Similar notations as in Figure 4A,C. (C and D) Examples of a perirhinal neuron (C) and a hippocampal neuron (D) with
reduced firing rate to stimuli repetition during the scene period over fixation only trials.
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for recollection, relational or binding processes, whereas the

perirhinal cortex is important for item familiarity (Mishkin et al.

1998; Brown and Aggleton 2001; Eichenbaum et al. 2007; Diana

et al. 2007). Although these theories have provided a fruitful

framework for understanding the role of theMTL inmemory, it is

also clear that the MTL contributes to a much wider range of

mnemonic functions beyond just recognition memory, including

both familiarity and recollection. Here we use neurophysiolog-

ical approaches to examine a form of associative learning, also

known as conditional-motor associative learning previously

shown to be dependent on the MTL (Gaffan 1993; Murray et al.

1993; Murray et al. 1998). This form of conditional-motor

associative memory can be considered a form of across domain

association (Mayes et al. 2007; i.e., visual--motor association) or

a domain-general association (Staresina and Davachi 2008) that

have been attributed primarily to the hippocampus. Indeed this

same task has also been used extensively to study conditional-

motor learning signals in frontal motor areas (Mitz et al. 1991;

Chen and Wise 1995a, 1995b), prefrontal cortex (Asaad et al.

1998) as well as the striatum (Brasted and Wise 2004; Pasupathy

et al. 2004). These previous findings suggest a prominent motor

learning component to the task.

Although several previous theories have stressed the impor-

tant role of the perirhinal cortex in item--item associations

(Diana et al. 2007; Eichenbaum et al. 2007) or item--feature

association (Davachi 2006) they did not address the role of

various MTL structure in stimulus--motor or stimulus--location

associations likely used by the monkeys to learn the location-

scene association task (Brasted et al. 2002; Brasted et al. 2003).

For cross-domain conditional-motor associations studied here,

we report global similarities in the overall patterns of associative

learning-related signals as well as quantitative differences in the

timing of across-trial and within-trial learning signals in the

perirhinal cortex and hippocampus. These findings suggest that

for conditional-motor associations, and possibly more generally

for across domain associations, there appears to be a stronger

interplay or interaction between different MTL areas than

previously described for the recollection and familiarity compo-

nents of recognition memory (Brown and Aggleton 2001;

Eichenbaum et al. 2007; Diana et al. 2007). Moreover, although

global similarities may be seen across different MTL areas during

tasks requiring conditional-motor associations, the significant

differences in timing seen across areas may reflect the particular

anatomical connections and/or physiological properties of the

individual MTL areas. The current findings taken together with

findings from recognition memory studies (Brown and Aggleton

2001; Diana et al. 2007; Eichenbaum et al. 2007) suggests that

there may exists a conditionally dynamic relationship between

MTL structures that depends on the specific task demands. Thus,

in some situations that require recognition memory, MTL

structures may act more independently (but see Squire et al.

2004), whereas in other situations requiring cross-modal

associations, there may be a stronger cooperation between the

structures of the MTL. It will be of interest to test this hypothesis

furtherwith an even larger range ofmnemonic tasks examined in

parallel across different MTL structures.
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